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The Translator’s Binoculars, Part 1:
How to Search Monolingual Reference Texts
By Naomi J. Sutcliffe de Moraes

When most translators think of
translation tools, they think of translation memory or terminology databases. But what about monolingual
reference texts in the target language?
There are three common situations
where monolingual references will be
provided or will prove useful:

The primary advantage of using a tool like AntConc
rather than just using Google to search the Internet
at large is that you have much more control over
which texts you are searching.

1. When translating academic articles
or reports containing a bibliography.

AntConc and What it Can Do
2. When translating marketing material or manuals for a client who
provides you with similar material
to consult in order to maintain consistent terminology.
3. When translating legislation, where
terminology must be consistent
with prior laws.
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In linguistics, a corpus is a collection of texts of a specific type or on a
specific subject that is stored electronically and used for lexical, grammatical, or other linguistic analyses. A
corpus is often used to check for
occurrences of commonly used words
in related texts and to validate terminology choices. AntConc is what
corpus linguists call a concordancer.
AntConc imports your reference texts

(your corpus) and can show you the
contexts for all occurrences of a search
term. Google also does this for texts
on the Internet, but it uses algorithms
to rank hits, whereas a normal concordancer like AntConc simply shows all
occurrences of a term. Unlike Google,
AntConc also shows collocations, that
is, words that commonly appear
together in the indexed texts, such as
“dead serious” or “highly qualified.”
In my article, “Techniques for
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Figure 1: Search on “cut” using AntConc
Teaching Medical Translation into
English,” in the January 2004 issue of
The ATA Chronicle, I mentioned the
importance of background reading
when beginning to translate a technical

IntelliWebSearch in the July issue) and
guessed that corte was probably “cut.”
I then searched in my reference texts
for this particular project. The result is
shown in Figure 1.

If you are translating material for a business client,
even through an intermediary, ask for reference
material if you think it would be useful.

ones. In this particular job the client
wanted British English, so when faced
with different collocations in British
and U.S. English, I followed the U.K.
standard. This search on the word
“cut” shows me that “clear-cut” is a
very common term in my reference
texts and is probably the translation
for corte raso. This can then be confirmed through other research
methods, including reading sections
of the reference texts to find a definition of the English term.

Examples of Searches
article. Using a concordancer lets you
cover much more ground and saves
time by pinpointing just the terms you
need. For example, I recently translated a long article on satellite monitoring of deforestation in the Amazon.
One of the first terms I came across (in
Portuguese) was corte raso. I used
what I call the “guess and check”
method (see my article on
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In Figure 1, AntConc shows the
search term in blue in the middle of
the window in what is called the Key
Word In Context (KWIC) format. The
file in which the segment of text was
found is listed in the right window.
Note that I have indicated the dialect
(U.S. or U.K. or foreign English) in
the file name to help me separate out
native collocations from non-native

Another example of how I used my
reference corpus for the above project
was when I was confronted with several terms used in a classification of
forest cover types. I had to translate
Floresta Ombrófila Densa and
Floresta Ombrófila Aberta. I guessed
that densa was probably “dense,” and
the search results for “dense” are
shown in Figure 2 on page 28.
The second hit in Figure 2 is “dense
closed-canopy forest,” and the ¬
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same sentence mentions “open canopy
forests.” Clicking on “dense” (in blue)
opens the File View tab to reveal about
100 words before and after the search
term. Note that AntConc allows you to
sort on the form of the search word
(e.g., dense, densely, denser), on the
word immediately to the right (in red) or
left, on the word two words to the right
or left, and on various combinations of
these. In Figure 2, I sorted only on the
word directly to the right, which is why
it is highlighted in red. Other searches I
performed for this translation were:
1. Question: Can sumidoro de carbono be translated as carbon sink?
Search on: sink
2. Question: Is cobertura florestal
forest cover or forest coverage?
Search on: cover*

3. Is regime hydrológico hydrologic
regime or hydrologic cycle, or
hydrological cycle or water cycle?
Search on: Hydro* then on cycle
Note that, unlike search engines,
AntConc lets you search using wildcards and regular expressions. Regular
expressions provide a concise and
flexible means for identifying strings
of text of interest, such as particular
characters, words, or patterns of characters. Wildcards are characters that
substitute for other characters in regular expressions. Some of the default
wildcard settings are:
* = one or more characters
(tree* = tree, trees, treed)
? = any one character
(wom?n = woman, women)

@ = zero or one word
(red @ brown = red brown,
red and brown)
(See the references on page 32 for an
excellent article on regular expressions by Jonathan Lukens that was
published in the March 2008 issue of
LTD News, the newsletter of ATA’s
Language Technology Division.)

Where/How to Get Reference Texts
The primary advantage of using a
tool like AntConc rather than just using
Google to search the Internet at large—
in addition to the ability to use wildcards and regular expressions when
searching—is that you have much more
control over which texts you are
searching. By looking at the names of
article authors, their academic institutions, and where the articles were pub-

Figure 2: Search on “dense” using AntConc
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Table 1: Corpus Tools

Tool

Price

Type of Files Indexed

Ease of Use

Languages

Operating Systems

AntConc

Free

Text and HTML/.xml files

Very intuitive. Must convert files into text
format before indexing. Has best results screen.

All,Unicode compliant

Windows, Mac,
and Linux

LogiTerm Pro

$535 (includes one
year of support and
updates)

MS Word, Word Perfect, HTML, Excel,
PowerPoint, PDF files not created as
images, and text formats (.txt, .rtf, etc.)

Part of a larger program. No need to convert
most files before indexing. Results screen
requires extra click to see each hit.

Latin alphabet only

Windows

TextSTAT

Free

Windows MS Word files (.doc and
.rtf), OpenOffice files (.sxw),
ASCII/ANSI .txt files, and HTML files

Fewer options than AntConc, but very simple
All, Unicode compliant
and easy to use. Results do not show file name.

lished, you can get a feel for how trustworthy the English (or whatever language you translate into) will be before
adding them to your corpus.
If you are translating an article for
the authors, they probably have many
of the references on their PCs, which
they can send to you with no extra
work. Some material can be downloaded from the Internet as you perform searches related to the
translation, either in HTML or by cutting and pasting the text into a simple
text (.txt) file. If the bibliography of
the source document contains mostly
English-language references, I usually copy the bibliography itself into a
file and include it with the files I
search. Finding a Wikipedia article on
the general subject may also provide
useful background material.
If you are translating material for
a business client, even through an
intermediary, ask for reference material if you think it would be useful.
Look at the client’s site in the target
language to see what is available.
You can actually download an entire
website automatically using a tool
like the free HTTrack, which is sort
of like a vacuum cleaner that picks
out the kinds of files you want (e.g.,
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Windows, Mac,
and Linux

AntConc lets you search using wildcards
and regular expressions.
.txt, HTML, and PDF, but not images
like .jpg or .gif) and places them on
your hard drive with the same
file structure (see references on page
32). Note that HTTrack should not be
used to download files for translation
because it changes the HTML code.
This kind of tool can also be used
with source language files. Some
projects contain many small files in
no particular order. Sometimes the
meaning of a word is not clear in the
first context in which you encounter
it, but a search on the word in all the
project files will shed light on the
meaning. This is very difficult to do
without some kind of tool. I also
found corpus tools useful when
writing my Ph.D. dissertation. Each
chapter was in a different file, and
sometimes I would struggle to
remember where I had written something I needed to reference. I simply

added all the files to my corpus and
performed a search on them.

¬

Figure 3: My file structure for
organizing reference files
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How AntConc Works
AntConc is very simple. Convert
your reference texts into .txt or
HTML format and place them in a
folder. In the AntConc File menu,
choose Add Files and select the files
you want to search. You can also
choose entire directories. Next, fill in
the search term and AntConc shows
the results.
Instead of placing reference files in
the project file directory, I keep all terminology, prior aligned translations,
and reference files on my D drive in the

file structure shown in Figure 3 on
page 29. I use subfolders for reference
texts pertaining to business, engineering, financial, insurance, and other
areas. Sometimes I create a folder for
the job, as shown in Figure 3, and then
move the files into the main folder for
that category at a later time. You will
often find that a reference file you
downloaded for an earlier project will
be useful again. If you convert the reference files into .txt files they will not
occupy much space. I do not use
AntConc to search my terminology

files, but I certainly could if I converted
them into text or HTML format.

Other Corpus Tools
Table 1 on page 29 provides a summary of some corpus tools and their
features. I prefer AntConc because of
its results screen. TextSTAT displays
the word with context, but you must
click once to see the file in which it
was found for each occurrence.
LogiTerm Pro displays the names of
the files in which occurrences were
found, but you must click once to see

Figure 4: TextSTAT results screen
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Figure 5: LogiTerm Pro search of reference texts

each occurrence. I like to see the context and the file name at the same time,
since 10 hits in the same file is not as
significant as 10 hits in 10 different
files. These tools all permit the use of
wildcards for searching, though the
exact options differ from program to
program.

TextSTAT
If you cannot run AntConc for
some reason or do not want to convert
your .doc/.rtf files into text, TextSTAT
is a good alternative. It is simpler and
also free. Figure 4 on page 30 shows a
search on the word “tree” in the same
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corpus used in Figures 1 and 2. The
context is shown in the KWIC format.
Unlike AntConc, you can only sort on
the first word to the right or left. You
can, however, use wildcards and regular expressions. An added advantage
is that TextSTAT contains a Web
spider that can download files from a
website and add them to your corpus
automatically. The interface is available in English, Dutch, and German.

LogiTerm Pro
For detailed information on
LogiTerm, see my two-part review in
the November 2007 and January 2008

issues of The ATA Chronicle, especially
the second part where reference texts
are discussed. The program can index
almost any file type, including PDFs
not created as images. This is a great
advantage because almost no work is
required. Just drag the reference texts
into a folder, tell LogiTerm Pro where
to look, and then update the index.
The LogiTerm Pro “Full text”
search results window is shown in
Figure 5. The search was performed
for “evapotranspiration,” and seven
hits were found in four different files,
including one PDF file.
Note that LogiTerm Pro tells ¬
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you the file name and the folder where
it can be found. In this case, it found a
file on forestry in my general engineering reference texts that I had not
even remembered I had, and it turned
out to be extremely useful for this

project. LogiTerm Pro allows you to
use the * wildcard to represent zero or
any number of characters and the ?
wildcard to represent a single character in a word. It also lets you use
quotes to find a specific string of text

(do not forget to check the “Noise
Words” checkbox).
The drawback of using LogiTerm
Pro to search reference texts is that the
results are not in KWIC format—you
must click on the little “button” at the
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Figure 6: LogiTerm Pro context for reference text search

beginning of each line (circled in red
at the top of Figure 5 on page 31) to
see the context, as shown in Figure 6.
I do not understand why, since when
searching terminology files and bitext
files the term or translation is shown
without the need to click on an extra
box. It must be due to some internal
limitation in how information is
stored.
In the context window (Figure 6),
LogiTerm Pro highlights the word to
make spotting it easier. If you want to
see the original file in its original
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format, click on the red rocket ship at
the bottom of the screen to open the file.
Note that after you click on a button to
see the context, LogiTerm Pro marks
the button with a V to indicate that you
have already viewed the context.
I certainly would not recommend
buying LogiTerm Pro just to search
reference texts, since that is not its
principal function and other tools can
do this for free. However, if you
already own it because of all the other
functions it performs and are not
using it for this purpose, take a look at

the manual to familiarize yourself
with this function. I collect reference
files all the time and just drag them
over to my LogiTerm reference
folders (shown in Figure 3 on page
29) for later indexing and searching.
Next month, the second part of this
review will present some desktop
search tools that can be used to search
reference material and find files on
your computer’s hard drives.
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